In this paper we present a novel approach for depth map enhancement from an RGB-D video sequence. The basic idea is to exploit the shading information in the color image. Instead of making assumption about surface albedo or controlled object motion and lighting, we use the lighting variations introduced by casual object movement. We are effectively calculating photometric stereo from a moving object under natural illuminations. The key technical challenge is to establish correspondences over the entire image set. We therefore develop a lighting insensitive robust pixel matching technique that out-performs optical flow method in presence of lighting variations. In addition we present an expectation-maximization framework to recover the surface normal and albedo simultaneously, without any regularization term. We have validated our method on both synthetic and real datasets to show its superior performance on both surface details recovery and intrinsic decomposition.
Introduction
The availability of affordable depth sensors has sparked a revolution in many areas of computer vision, such as human computer interactions, robotics, and video analysis. Among these 3D modeling has probably received the most benefits from this advancement of sensors. Nevertheless, the current generation of depth sensors still suffers from limited resolution and accuracy. As a result, fine-scale structural details of an object cannot be recovered.
Many researchers have exploited high quality color image as guidance to enhance the depth map, such as denoise and up-sampling [27, 11, 37, 6] . Among these approaches, the fusion of depth maps with shading information contained in color images has shown its effectiveness in recovering surface geometry details. Most of these methods implement shading refinement on single RGB-D frame on the basis of Shape-from-Shading (SfS) techniques [38, 26, 34] . However, the inherent ambiguity for SfS still exists and smooth regularization term is usually incorporated. Another problem is that an albedo image is needed to predict the appearance, which is also unknown. Typically a constant albedo assumption is made. In order to handle varying albedos, previous shading-based refinement methods often approached this chicken-and-egg problem by assuming prior assumptions or by enforcing particular albedo regularizers. However, these regularizers are heuristic and may not work all the time. In this paper we propose to take advantage of an RGB-D sequence to uniquely resolve the normal maps and albedo images.
We only make two basic assumptions about the object, first it is primarily diffuse and second it is acquired by casual movement of the object (not the camera). In this way, the objects movement induces illumination changes in the image sequence, which is critical to resolve the surface normal and albedo without any ambiguity. It resembles the photometric stereo. But instead of controlling the light when imaging the static object, we move the object under general natural lighting. Therefore our method can be widely used in our everyday environment.
Given the captured RGB-D sequence, first we try to align the RGB-D sequence and find the correspondences among the images using a novel robust matching technique. Then the environmental lighting is estimated using the intensity ratios of the aligned sequence, which effectively factors out the impact of varying albedo. Finally, we formulate an Expectation-Maximization framework in which the surface normal and its albedo can be calculated robustly, in the presence of some non-Lambertian reflection or cast shadow. A detailed surface mesh is obtained after integration of the initial depth map with estimated normal map.
The main contribution is that we utilize the dynamic photometric information along the sequence to recover the surface details beyond the resolution of current depth sensors. Compared to previous depth enhancement schemes that use the color information, our method, to the best of our knowledge, is the least restrictive. It allows arbitrary surface albedo, does not require controlled or calibrated lighting or turntable capture. To achieve these, we make two tech-nical contributions. The first is a novel image registration scheme that is robust to lighting variations and the second is an EM optimization scheme to produce per-pixel normal and albedo map under general lighting.
Related Work
In this section, we will review the previous works in two related topics: surface geometry or depth enhancement with shading information, and intrinsic image decomposition.
Shape from shading and photometric stereo for surface or depth enhancement
The Shape-from-shading (SfS) problem has long been studied since the pioneering work by Horn [16] . It aims to estimate surface normal (and then indirectly surface shape) from a single image. There are various regularization terms or prior assumptions [1, 2] that have been enforced to deal with the inherently ill-posed problem.
Recent methods have shown that SfS can be used to refine the noisy depth map captured from RGB-D cameras [14, 38] . The inherent ambiguity of SfS is not resolved exactly, but with the initial depth close to the real surface, Wu [34] and Roy [26] have achieved good performance in recovering surface details. Varying albedo poses another challenge as it needs to be factored out before lighting estimation and shading refinement. Some [14] assumes uniform or piecewise constant albedo. Yu [38] deals with this by clustering a fixed set of discrete albedos before optimizing geometry. A better, yet more complex strategy, is to simultaneously optimize for unknown albedos and refine geometry [18] . There are also previous works that adopt the shading constraints to improve the coarse 3D shape reconstructed using multi-view stereo [33] . The major difference between our method and these prior works is that we fully exploit lighting effects contained in a video sequence to uniquely and simultaneously determine the surface albedo and normal in a pixel-wise manner. Therefore we are able to deal with arbitrary albedo.
Photometric stereo methods have been developed to compute the surface normal using multiple images of a scene taken under different or controlled illumination [35, 36] . Unlike SfS, photometric stereo is a well-defined problem, which is then incorporated to enhance the raw depth map [15, 39] captured from the current depth sensor. Wu [32] and Zhou [42] have also shown its effectiveness under multi-view setup or for images acquired from the internet [29] . Besides, some have used the IR images instead of color images for normal estimation [31] . Recently Chatterjee [8] exploited the IR image and proposed a factorization method to handle objects with varying albedo. In these approaches, the objects are kept to be static or captured almost under the same viewpoint with different lighting conditions. Different from them we allow the object to rotate arbitrarily under uncontrolled environment.
Intrinsic decomposition
There are some works about intrinsic decomposition that focus on separating the albedo map from shading image, to which our work is also related. The problem of intrinsic image decomposition, first introduced by Barrow [4] , is to separate reflectance and illumination from a single image. It is again an ill-posed problem since there are two unknowns for every observation. Additional constraints must be adopted to make the problem solvable. The Retinex theory [23] is widely used for this purpose. It assumes that shading variations are mostly low frequency while albedo changes are mostly high-frequency. Based on this assumption, many approaches have been proposed. For example, Tappen et al. [30] train a classifier from reflectance and shading data sets. Global priors, such as the reflectance sparsity, are developed [13, 5, 40] and they perform clustering or enforce non-local smoothness on image reflectance. These priors or regularization terms are not guaranteed to work well in all cases, especially when the albedo variation is significant (e.g., a textured surface).
More information has been used to reduce the ambiguity. For example, researchers propose to use RGB-D image as input and depth maps or normals are taken as additional cues [9, 17, 3] . Lee et al. [24] employed temporal albedo consistency constraints for RGB-D video. Another solution is to leverage multiple images of the scene taken under varying lighting conditions [19, 21, 20] . However, without any information about the surface geometry and environmental lighting, the problem is still ill-posed with regularization terms or pairwise constraints needed.
The main difference between our method and the prior works is that we can solve normal and albedo for each pixel independently, without the need for additional regularization terms.
Our work is also related to multi-view photometric stereo [10] and shape from video [22] which also exploit the illumination changes induced by object motion. However, they have the environmental lighting constrained to calibrated directional light or the motion constrained to turntable motion. Our approach does not have these restrictions.
Preliminary Theory
While environmental lighting can be arbitrarily complex, the appearance of a diffuse object can be described by a low dimensional model [28] . Under this assumption, the shading function s for Lambertian reflectance can be modeled as a quadratic function of the surface normal with A, b, c represented as the lighting parameters.
Then the captured image is generated by multiplying the shading function with surface albedo ρ(p)
Given a single image as observation, it may not be feasible to recover the surface normal and albedo since for each pixel we have three known variables with five unknowns to be estimated. Photometric stereo, with more lighting variations, is a typical solution to resolve the ambiguity. Mathematically, the surface normal and its albedo can be computed by minimizing the following objective function that is formulated for each pixel independently under natural lighting condition. No smoothness or albedo regularization is needed.
The underlying principle of our enhancement method is based on photometric stereo, but we do not need to change the lighting condition with the object being static; instead we captured the RGB-D sequence of the object under arbitrary motion in uncalibrated natural illumination. Suppose we keep the first frame as the reference frame, and we can find the correspondences for pixels along the sequence. For example, for pixel p in the reference frame, its correspondence in frame k is W (p). The appearance of the pixel W (p) is generated as,
where ρ is the albedo for pixel p which equals to pixel W (p) and n is surface normal under reference frame coordinate. R k is the rotation from the reference frame to frame k.
Therefore the changes of lighting induced by the object motion provide valuable cues to recover the surface normal and its albedo resembling photometric stereo.
Pipeline
An overview of our depth enhancement and albedo recovery framework is shown in Figure 1 . First, we fuse every M = 20 RGB-D frames via Kinect-Fusion [25] to generate N key frame depth maps. They are smoother and more accurate than the raw depth maps.
The extrinsic parameters between these key frames are computed and then refined after bundle adjustment. A robust pixel matching strategy is proposed to deal with misalignment. For lighting estimation, the entire sequence is used to make the estimation more robust. Finally, given the computed lighting and correspondences along the sequence, we recover the surface normal and albedo image under our robust EM framework. The recovered normal can be integrated with the reference key frame depth map to generate surface model with much more structural details.
Approach
There are three major parts in our approach, including searching correspondences among the images, lighting estimation, and normal and albedo recovery. They will be described in details in the next few sections.
Robust Pixel Matching
The key frame depth maps D 0 ∼ D N are obtained after key frame depth fusion with corresponding color images I 0 ∼ I N . We set the first frame as the reference frame
. We need to establish correspondences between pixels in reference frame and those in other frames.
Rigid alignment
First, the global rigid transformation from this reference frame to other frames are calculated by detecting SITF or ORB features followed by feature matching. These extrinsic parameters are further refined with bundle adjustment and finally we get the rotation R 0 ∼ R N and translation matrix T 0 ∼ T N from the reference frame to other frames.
Lighting insensitive robust match
These key frames can be warped into the reference frame given the current transformation. However misalignments still exist after bundle adjustment as shown in Fig. 2(c) , which is caused by the imprecise depth maps and the imperfect synchronization between the captured color and depth sequence. Optical flow is often used as a solution to find correspondences between two images. Considering that the misalignment may be severe, we have tried to use large displacement optical flow [7] to find the correspondences between the warped image and the reference image. However, since the consistency assumption is not maintained in our case, the alignment has got even worse in some part with great illumination changes as displayed in Fig. 2(d) . Therefore, we have developed a robust method to deal with these issues.
Suppose we have the reference depth map and color image denoted as bundle adjustment in image I k is computed as,
The corresponding pixel p in I ref and q in I k may not be the correct correspondence because of the misalignment. Therefore, we implement a local search strategy to find its best matching pixel in I k .
For each pixel p in I ref , we set a searching region around it and find its best match in I k via NCC. However, the intensity consistency is not preserved as the object is subject to arbitrary movements. This makes the original NCC not suitable for matching in this case. To deal with this problem, we apply chromaticity normalization in the color image to eliminate the effect of lighting variations [12] and use the normalized images for matching. For each pixel p, its appearance is generated as,
in which s(p) is the shading function that accounts for the lighting or normal variation. So the chromaticity normalization is implemented as, we can find the corresponding pixel in I k that has the largest matching score, we cannot guarantee they are always the correct correspondence. To tackle this problem, we only keep the pixels that are reliable and use these pixels as control vertices to deform all the other pixels to find their correct correspondences.
Our criteria of reliable matches is that, 1) the largest matching score should be larger than thres S ; 2) the difference between the largest score and second largest score of local peaks should be larger than thres ∆ . If these principles are maintained, the pixel in the searching region that has the largest score is chosen as the correspondence. thres S is set to be 0.75 and thres ∆ is 0.05 in this paper for all the experiments.
Next we use these reliable matches as control vertices to deform the image I ref k so that it has an optimal match with I k . As for each control vertices o l in I ref k , the deformation function is defined as
where ∆ l is the motion vector between the optimal correspondence and its initial correspondence in I k . For other pixels the deformation is formulated via bilinear interpolation with control vertices [41] ,
The interpolation coefficients θ u l is set according to the distance to control vertices and only neighboring vertices will affect the deformation.
Finally, our objective function is defined to maintain the photo consistency of the two normalized images.
10) For the control vertices∆ is the initial deformation vector between the current optimal correspondence obtained from matching and its initial correspondence. λ is the control weight set to be 10 in this paper. Since we have good initials∆, the optimization will converge quite fast.
The matching result can be seen in Fig. 2(e) . More results can be found in supplementary materials.
Lighting estimation
The unknown albedo poses challenges for lighting estimation. In this paper, we employ the aligned color sequence and depth maps for robust lighting estimation, eliminating the need to make assumptions about albedo. With the aligned color images we can compute the ratio images to the reference image, for which the albedo is eliminated. For each pixel p in I ref , suppose its corresponding pixel in I k is denoted as q, then the ratio value is computed as,
Therefore, the environmental lighting can be achieved from the following minimization,
(12) The normal n are approximated using normals computed with the key frame depth maps. The weighting term γ p is set to prevent the effects of dark pixels which are noisy and might be caused by shadow.
Normal and albedo recovery
With the key frame color images all aligned into the reference frame (I W 0 ∼ I W N ), estimated environmental lighting (A, b, c), and object rotation matrix R 0 ∼ R N for each frame, we are ready to recover the surface normal and its albedo. For each pixel p in the frame if we denote observations as O = {I W k (p)}, then our goal is to find the optimal albedo ρ and normal n confronting the pixel observations. We drop the index of pixel locations for simplicity in the following description. The objective function can be defined as:
The surface normal and albedo can be estimated after minimization of the above function. However, the outliers have not been taken into consideration. They will affect the result if the observations violate the Lambertian assumption or are in cast shadow. To deal with these outliers, we introduce a set of hidden states H k = {0, 1} indicating whether the observation is actually generated by the Lambertian model. An expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is developed to solve the problem. While our formulation is inspired by [35] , we extend it from its original directional light assumption to general lighting. More specifically, we denote the parameters to be estimated as Ω = {n, ρ, σ, α} and the observation probability conditioned on parameters Ω is given as,
P (H k = 1) = α is the prior probability of H k indicating the proportion of observations generated by the Lambertian model. 1 C is the probability as being an outlier. The posterior probability of the hidden variable H k given parameters Ω in current iteration and the observation O k is computed in every E-step,
Next, in the following M-step, we maximize the complete-data log-likelihood given the marginal distribution H k obtained from the E-step.
To maximize the above function, we set the first derivative of P with respect to α, σ and ρ equal to zero. In this way, the updating rules for these parameters are obtained,
Since the function P is nonlinear to surface normal n, the updated normal is achieved by fixing other parameters and solving the following energy minimization.
The above EM iterative optimization process is performed until no further improvement on the recovered normal and albedo. The initial parameter of α and σ is set to be 0.75 and 0.05 respectively for all the datasets used in this paper.
Finally, the normal is integrated with the reference depth map to get enhanced surface geometry with structural details [39] .
Experimental results
In the experiments, we validate our method on synthetic and real datasets with quantitative and qualitative comparison.
Synthetic data
In this section we use Stanford Bunny as our synthetic model and preform a quantitative comparison between our method and a shading refinement method [26] . First given the 3D model, twenty images together with the depth maps are rendered under natural illumination. The rendered ground truth depth maps are over smoothed filtering structural details . The smoothed depth maps and rendered color images are taken as input for our method. Fig. 3 shows the comparison results on recovered normal map and surface. The first column is the reference color map and over smoothed mesh (displayed as normal map). These are the input for shading refinement method. The output of shading refinement method is displayed in the second column. The texture copy artifacts are caused by imperfect separation of albedo and shading layers. In comparison, with our pixel-wise recover method, the surface normal is recovered successfully with quite small error shown in the third column. The computed albedo map from our method together the error map is demonstrated in the last column. Fig. 4 is shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of our EM framework for robust normal recovery in the presence of outliers. We have picked four images randomly and added the salt and pepper noise with 0.50 density. It means the abrupt noise will affect approximately fifty percent of the image pixels. As we can see from the first two columns, the recovered normal map without EM optimization is noisy (the mean error is 8.37 degree), while we can achieve much better performance after applying our EM method and the mean error is 1.49 degree, which is shown in the last two columns.
Real dataset
We have captured the real dataset using the depth sensor of Kinect V2 and a color camera with resolution of 1920 × 1080. There are several models captured, namely the Frog, Turtle, Heart, and human Face model. is the normal map computed after applying shading refinement on the reference frame with its error map displayed in (f); (c) and (g) are the normal map and its corresponding error map achieved by our method. Our recovered albedo map and its error map is also demonstrated in (d) and (h) respectively. 5 shows the comparison results of the Frog and Turtle model respectively. We have marked some colorful patterns on the Frog/Turtle surface to make the texture more complex to show the superior performance of our pixel-wise recovery method. Fig. 5 (a2) and (b2) displays the mesh model acquired from KinectFusion with the object being static and fused at highest voxel resolution. As we can see the surface details are not revealed as restricted by the resolution and accuracy of the Kinect depth sensor. After applying the shading refinement [26] on the fused reference frame, some surface details are recovered, while some textures are hallucinated as geometry details as well ( Fig. 5(a3) and (b3)). Fig. 5(a4) and (b4) shows our result without applying our local match refinement step. The uneven surface in some part as marked in red is caused by misalignment. Fig. 5(a5,b5) and Fig. 5(a6,b6 ) displays our final result on recovered mesh and surface normal.
The results of the Heart model are demonstrated in Fig. 6 . The Heart surface has colorful textures together with complex structural details which are mixed together naturally. As displayed in Fig. 6(d) a2) and (b2). The results computed by shading refinement method are displayed in (a3) and (b3). (a4) and (b4) are the meshes acquired using our method but without applying our locally robust matching procedure. Finally, (a5) and (b5) are the meshes achieved by our approach. The normal map is given in (a6) and (b6). wise computation approach. The small geometry details are revealed (marked in blue). In the meantime, as compared to the shading refinement result (Fig. 6(c) ), the the texture copy effect (the blood vessel on the heart surface as marked in red) is avoided. Fig. 7 shows the result of a human Face model. Fig. 7 (c) demonstrates the surface recovered without performing our local matching and EM iteration. The surface becomes more smooth and accurate after enforcing our robust matching strategy. However, artifacts still exist near the nose and lips affected by outliers( Fig. 7(d) ). The improvement can be seen in our final result with EM framework incorporated( Fig. 7(e) ). Fig. 8 shows one sampled color frame of the book together with our result and also the result from shading based depth refinement [26] . The color patterns are copied into the geometry after enforcing previous shading refinement method, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . In contrary, we can overcome this problem successfully (Fig. 8(c) ) with the albedo image shown in Fig. 8(d) .
More results can be found in supplementary materials. (c) gives the refined mesh with shading refinement method. The detailed mesh surface from our method is displayed in (d). In order to better demonstrate the geometry details, the meshes in (b)-(d) are viewed in different perspective angle from the captured image(a).
Intrinsic Image Decomposition
In order to show the performance of our method in albedo recovery, we have also made some comparisons with two state-of-the-art intrinsic image decomposition approaches as displayed in Figure 9 . For these two compared methods, they take the RGB-D images of the reference frame as input, as displayed in the first row. As shown in the second row, the shading image from Chen [9] is over smoothed with geometry details decomposed into albedo map incorrectly. The method from Jeon [17] has better results on recovered shading images displayed in the third row. However, some textures still stay at the shading image, e.g. marked textures on the Frog model. And it fails to decompose the real geometry details on the Heart surface into shading image. In comparison, with our pixel-wise albedo computation method, we are able to recover a much sharper albedo map and the "texture copy" effect in the geometry is barely noticeable.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel approach to recover surface details and its albedo map from an RGB-D video sequence. The object is experiencing casual motion from which the induced illumination variation provides us the cue to recover the surface normal and its albedo as well. A robust lighting insensitive local match strategy is proposed to establish correct correspondences along the sequence. Then, the environmental lighting is estimated by exploiting the whole sequence to get rid of effect of albedos. Finally, the surface normal and its albedo is calculated robustly with our EM framework. We have validated our method on both synthetic and real dataset and compared with some state-of-the-art surface refinement and intrinsic decomposition methods. As demonstrated in the experiments, we have achieved good performance on both surface Chen13 [9] Jeon14 [17] ours
Albedo
Albedo Shading Shading Figure 9 : Comparison results on albedo recovery or intrinsic decomposition of the Frog and Heart model. The first row is the input color image with its depth map shown on its right. The second row shows the result of Chen [9] . The third row is the decomposed albedo and shading images for method in [17] . Finally, the last row demonstrates the result achieved by our method. details recovery and intrinsic decomposition.
The reconstructed object is limited to objects with primary diffuse surface. As a future work, we could extend our idea into objects that have a great portion of non-Lambertian reflection. Right now we are mainly focusing on depth enhancement, while we would like to implement all these procedure in full 3D space and recover its model.
